












































































































What is 25 of 314
We have 257 of 314 I x Z
which is the smallest positive integer For which
all of these are true
f odd ii not prime Liii next largest odd integer

is not prime
Odd composite Next odd number

IS 17 X
21 23 X
25 27

So the answer is 25
An equilateral triangle is placed inside a larger
equilateral triangle so that the diagram has 3 lines of

symmetry Find x

The angle in an equilateral triangle
is 60 and by symmetry the

marked angle is also 2C

By angle sum at a point we

have
2K t 60 360

2x 300
x 150



You are given that m is an even integer and n

is an odd integer Determine whether the Following are
even or odd
a 3Mt Lin b Smn c n 3h

d n'n e Smt Con

a 3m is even and 4N is even so 3Mt 4N is even

b mis even so Sms is even
c 3h is odd so mt3n is odd and hence mt3n
is odd

d m is even so n'n is even
e Sm is even and Gn is even so Sm Gn is even

A ship's bell is struck every half hour starting with one bet
at 0030 two bells at 0100 three bells at 0130 until the
cycle is complete with 8 bells at 0400 The cycle starts again
with one bell at 0430 two at 0500 etc What is the total
number of times the bell is struck between 0015 on one day
and 0015 on the next
During each cycle the bell is struck 1 2 t 8 829 36
times There are 6 cycles in the given the period

0015 0400
0430 0800
0830 1200
1230 1600
1630 2000
2030 oooo the next day

so the total number of times the bell is struck is

36 6 216



The shape shown on the right was assembled from three
identical copies of one of the smaller shapes shown without

any gaps or overlaps Which shape was used

E

Just one positive integer has exactly 8 Factors

including 6 and 15 What is the integer

We have 6 2 3 and 15 3 15 so the list of
Factors includes 2,3 and S as well as I and the

integer itself Since 2 and S are both Factors 10
must be also Since 2,3 and 5 are all factors

2 3 5 30 must be also So the list of factors

thus far is 1,2 3 S 6 10 15 30 As this is

already 8 Factors the number must be 30 itself

A large cube is made by stacking 8 dice as shown

Which one is the missing die



2 3 IF we rotated this die it
6

I 5 matches picture c

T
4

My car uses p litres of petrol per 1001cm travelled
How many litres of petrol would be required for a

journey of d kilometres
Per kilometre the number of litres used is phoo
so the trip would require dxphoo Todo litres
The diagram shows five touching semicircles each with
radius 2 What is the length of the perimeter of the
shaded shape

69 460
2 2 226C 2

2 2
2607 60 5 Go

z z z z



Draw the centres of the semicircles and connect them
We create equilateral triangles hence the labelled angles are

60
The perimeter of the shaded shape is 9 times the length
of the red line The red line has length

Ifx 2x Tx 2 ZI
3

hence the length of the perimeter is 9 215 6T

When asked how many people in their family Four
relatives replied
A an even number B an odd number C a prime
number D a number which is the product of two
integers greater than one How many were telling the truth
A number is either even or odd so exactly one

of A and B is telling the truth
A number must be either prime or composite so

exactly one of C and D is telling the truth
Hence exactly 2 are truthful
The diagram shows an isosceles right angled triangle
divided into strips of equal width Four of the strips

are shaded What fraction of the area of the triangle
is shaded



Note that we have a series of
similar isosceles triangles
Suppose each strip has width x

I
The shaded region consists of
regions A B C D

8K 7 6k I Each is a trapezium5 41 t
we have3K 2x Vx

x x x x x x x x A x 7 act 6k

I
2

B x Sx 4k 912
c x 3kt 2x

D x

and so the area of the shaded region is

x 131 9 t S t l x 28 14 2

The area of the whole triangle is

E 8 5 32 2

So the fraction of the area which is shaded is

14k
32 2 I

16



how many numbers can be written as a sum of two
different positive integers each at most 100
The smallest such number is 3 1 2
The largest such number is 199 100 99
All numbers in between are possible

3 E n E 199
I E n 2 E 197

So the answer is 197
The Tour de France 2013 was 3404 km and the
winner took a total time of 83 hrs 56min40sec
Which of these is closest to his average speed over

the event
32km h 40 km hr 48 km hr 56 km hr 64km h

We have 340413400 and the total time taken was

about 84 hours which we can round to 85 hours

So his average speed was approximately

3400
8g 2005

40km hr



Zac halves a certain number and then adds 8 to
the result He Finds that he obtains the same answer
if he doubles his original number and then subtracts
8 From the result What is Zac's original number
Suppose his original number is x

We have

Iz t 8 2x 8

get 16 4 16
3x 32

z
x 323 10 3

The base of a triangle is increased by 25 but
the area of the triangle is unchanged By what

percentage is the corresponding perpendicular height
decreased
Suppose the triangle originally has base b height K
its area is tbh
we have

I 25b ch tbh
1.25C L

c zs Es
So the height was decreased by 20

How many weeks are there in 8 7 6 5x 4 3 2 1 minute

We have 60mi in 1 hr 24 hr in 1day and

7 days in 1 week

So the total number of minutes in a week is



60 24 7 6 10 6 4 x 7

2 3 2 5 x 2 3 22 7

25 32 5 7
We have
8 7 6 5 x 4 3 2 1 23 7 2 3 5 2 3 2

27 32 5 7

22 125 345 7

so there are 4 weeks
consider looking from the origin o.o towards all the

points mn where men are integers Some points are

hidden because they are directly in line with another
nearer point eg 2,2 is hidden by 1,11 How many

of the following points are not hidden
6.2 6,3 6,4 6,5

6,2 is hidden by 13,1 on the line y Ix
6,3 is hidden by 2,1 on the line y x

6,4 is hidden by 3,2 on the line y 3 x
6,5 is not hidden It is on the line y Szx
Check the points x 1 2,34 S none are divisible by
6 so the y values will be non integers
So the answer is I
Suppose that 8M 27 what is the value of 4M
We have 8m 27

235 27

273 27 33
2n 3

and Llm 225



2n
3
9

The diagram shows a regular pentagon and five circular
arcs The sides of the pentagon have length 4 The
centre of each arc is a vertex of the pentagon and

the ends of the arc are the midpoints of the two

adjacent edges What is the total shaded area

The interior angles of a pentagon are

5 2 180
5

1080

The radius of each circle is 4 12 2

The total shaded area is

5 360 108 IT x 2 5 212 1 4
360 360

Sx Fox Tx 4

2 7 x IT

141T
In King Arthur's jousting tournament each of the
several competing knights receives 17 points for each
bout he enters The winner of each bout receives



3 extra points At the end of the tournament the
black knight has exactly one more point than the red

knight What is the smallest number of bouts that

the black knight could have entered

If the black knight wins B bouts and the red knight
wins R bouts B R then the difference between their

scores is the same as if the black knight won

B R and the red knight won none

Scores for a knight Scores for a knight
who wins all his bouts who loses all his bouts

20 17
40 34
GO SI
80 68
100 85
120 102
140 119

136
i

Highlighted are the First scores which are exactly 1

point different
The black knight scored 120 winning 6 bouts and the
red knight scored 119 losing 7 bouts
so the answer is 6

The positive integers a b c are all different None of

them is a square but all the products ab ac be are

squares What is the least value that a btc can take

Let a kx

l Is
Where k e m are not squares
We have ab Kesey se ke must be a square



Similarly kn and en must be squares
The smallest possible choice is

k l m 2
To minimise a b e we now need to minimise x y z

Choose x I y 2 2 3 to obtain

a 2 1 2

b 2 22 8

2 31 18

So that
at b t c 2 8 18 28



A sector of a disc is removed by making two straight
cuts from the circumference to the centre The

perimeter OF the sector has the same length as the
circumference of the original disc What fraction of the
area of the disc is removed

The grey section is removed
r the circumference of the disc

f
is 2 Itr

The perimeter of the removed
r part is

0
560 2 Tr t 2r

We want to find I
360

So 2Ir 0
Io

21T t Zr

Foo z
2Tr 2r I



how many 4 digits integers from 1000 to 9999 have
at least one digit repeated
We use complementary counting
4 digit numbers

faith.at aasieaiI fIuIiedrigitf fE Isa9isita.IEeE
We have 1000 e n e 9999

I E n 999 E 9000

So there are 9000 4 digit numbers
To calculate the number of 4 digit numbers with all

different digits
9 choices for the thousands digit 1 to 9

9 choices For the hundreds digit O to 9 except
the digit already chosen
8 choices for the tens digit
7 choices for the units digit

so there are 9 9 8 7 4536
Hence the answer is

9000 4536 4464



The diagram shows two concentric circles with radii 1

and 2 units together with a shaded octagon all of

whose sides are equal What is the length of the perimete
of the Octagon

Draw the centre of the circle and
two radii as shown Let the side

7C length of the Octagon be x

2 By symmetry the angle at the
T centre of the circle is

4T I 360 8 450
0

Apply the Law of Cosines

22 12 22 2 1 2 x cos 4S

S 41 t
S 2k

So x

and hence the length of the perimeter of the
Octagon is

8x 8572k


